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Tazim Damji

Celebrate Life's Adventures is for
environmentally and socially conscious
travellers who enjoy diverse cultural
experiences, being one with nature,
and a slower pace of life.

About Celebrate Life's Adventures
I've been writing the popular lifestyle and vegan food blog Being Tazim for
over 8 years. Celebrate Life's Adventures is a dedicated travel blog where I
showcase local Vancouver adventures, Canadian travel destinations, and
locations that I visit in the USA and overseas.
I experiment with video over on my YouTube channel. I share Instagram
stories about my local adventures and destinations when I'm out travelling.
I'm a South Asian Vancouver, Canada based travel writer and influencer in
my 30s. I live alone and am single. I go on adventures by myself or with
friends or family.
Some of the things I enjoy are: hiking, going for walks in nature, staying
active at the gym, swimming, diverse cultural experiences, trying new things,
and going on road trips.

2018 TRAVEL PLANS
-Saguenay-Lac-Saint-Jean
region in Québec (May)
Press trip to Saguenay Fjord, Val Jalbert, Zoo
Sauvage, and many other places for 3 days

-Québec City (May)
Attended WITS (Women in Travel Summit) and
explored the city for 1 week

-Canadian Rockies Road trip
(June)
A road trip with one of my closest friends to
show him the Rocky Mountains - Jasper, Banff,
Golden, Calgary - only a few of our stops!

-Eastern Europe (October)
Trip with my dad and brother to Czech
Republic, Belarus, and other locations.

TWITTER
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FACEBOOK
471

YOUTUBE
120

PINTEREST
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INSTAGRAM
1,430

WAYS TO WORK WITH TAZIM AND
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Sponsored blog posts and
social media
Instagram takeovers
Products or services
related to travel and
adventure (in exchange
for social media or blog
coverage)
Brand ambassadorships
Travel writing on
brand/company websites
Social media management

